The HULFT EDI Service
We Manage Your EDI, You Manage The Business

End-to-End EDI Platform
With HULFT EDI, you can:
• Speed up business cycles by 60% or
more

HULFT is built on a highly scalable data integration and EDI platform
hosted in the cloud that enables limitless trading partners, users and
back-end data connections. HULFT offers a low-code, visual flow
designer that connects your ERP, CRM, WMS, MES accounting and
other major enterprise systems directly to your supply chain.

• Improve cash flow and reduce orderto-cash cycles by 20%

A Cloud-Based Portal Available 24/7/365

• Complete closed-loop transactions
with partners in minutes with no
human intervention required

Need to check on a document or a purchase order? Don’t pick up
the phone, just go to your custom portal that provides granular
visibility into its status and what steps are required to complete the
transaction.

• Automate application data across your
supply chain with limited coding

We’re All About Standards

• Dramatically reduced order processing
times, resulting in more accurate
inventory reports and fewer stock outs

We maintain a library of over 600 connectors built on document
standards such as ACH, EANCOM, EDIFACT, GISB, HL7, IATA PADIS,
TRADCOMS, X12, VDA, PDF Label and more.

• Faster document processes result in
80% less intervention and re-work by
your staff

Your Dedicated EDI Consultants
Our experts support your team with a tailored implementation that
makes sense for your business and reduces your overall IT costs to
support requirements. We can quickly onboard new staff and trading
partners when they are added to the service. If you ever need to
migrate your EDI to in house, we can help you do that as well.

(cont’d)

Diagram of a Typical HULFT EDI Process
Because there are so many standards and communications protocols, you need a trusted partner that not only understands the
end-to-end process, but one that can make changes as your business evolves. Leave it to HULFT to map and maintain your EDI
workflow and inso you can spend more time with customers, partners and other strategic areas of the business.
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Implementation Methodology
With over 20 years of enterprise data integration experience, HULFT Professional Services has a proven methodology to work
with businesses and IT teams to get projects off the ground fast and complete them in record time.
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EDI Concierge Session Today, Implementation in 4 Weeks
Are you ready to reduce order-to-cash cycles by 20%? Prevent 40% of transaction errors? Speed business cycles by 60%? Reduce
costs by 35%? Then call us today to set up a 30-minute consultation!
Pricing starts at $799 billed on an annual basis.

Visit hulftinc.com

Call (855) 815-1518
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